Changes in "ITALICS"

LSB Draft 3 03756:

Page 3, line 20-22:

20 HEALTH FACILITY OR AGENCY WITHOUT “PROVIDED THAT” A CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK BEING
21 CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUBSECTIONS (1) AND (2) "DOES NOT INDICATE A PROHIBITED OFFENSE UNDER THIS ACT SUBSEQUENT TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE AMENDATORY ACT THAT ADDED THIS SECTION".
HOWEVER, IF
22 THE INDIVIDUAL IS SUBSEQUENTLY CONVICTED OF A CRIME DESCRIBED UNDER

Page 5, line 15-24:

23 REPORT OF THE CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK CONDUCTED UNDER THIS
24 SUBSECTION "THAT CONTAINS ANY CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD". THE REPORT
SHALL CONTAIN ANY CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD

Page 12, line 1-3:

1 (4) AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF A RELEVANT CRIME
2 "OR FINDING" AS DESCRIBED UNDER SECTION 20173A(1)(C) "AND (d)" DOES NOT
HAVE A RIGHT TO
3 APPEAL A DENIAL OF HIS OR HER EMPLOYMENT WITH A HEALTH FACILITY OR

Page 12, line 24-26:

24 RECEIVING THE APPLICATION. IF THE APPEAL BOARD FINDS UPON CLEAR AND
25 CONVINCING EVIDENCE THAT THE INDIVIDUAL WAS WRONGFULLY DISQUALIFIED
26 FROM, "OR"--DENIED EMPLOYMENT, "OR HAS BEEN REHABILITATED", THE APPEAL
BOARD MAY GRANT THE APPELLANT

LSB Draft 1 03758

Page 3 lines 16-17

16 ADULT FOSTER CARE WITHOUT "PROVIDED THAT" A CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK
BEING
17 CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUBSECTIONS (1) AND (2) "DOES NOT
INDICATE A PROHIBITED OFFENSE UNDER THIS ACT SUBSEQUENT TO THE EFFECTIVE
DATE OF THE AMENDATORY ACT THAT ADDED THIS SECTION".

Page 5 Lines 8-16

8 MISAPPROPRIATION OF PROPERTY. "THE CHARGE SHALL BE PAID BY OR
REIMBURSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY HEALTH WITH FEDERAL
MEDICAID AND MEDICARE FUNDING PARTICIPATION AS APPROPRIATE—IF THERE IS A CHARGE FOR CONDUCTING

9 THE CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK, THE ADULT FOSTER CARE FACILITY

10 REQUESTING THE CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK SHALL PAY THE COST OF THE

11 CHARGE—THE ADULT FOSTER CARE FACILITY SHALL NOT SEEK REIMBURSEMENT

12 FOR THE CHARGE FROM THE INDIVIDUAL WHO IS THE SUBJECT OF THE

13 CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK. THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE SHALL

14 CONDUCT A CRIMINAL HISTORY CHECK ON THE INDIVIDUAL NAMED IN THE

15 REQUEST. THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE SHALL PROVIDE THE "DEPARTMENT"

ADULT—

15 FOSTER CARE FACILITY WITH A WRITTEN REPORT OF THE CRIMINAL HISTORY

CHECK "CONDUCTED UNDER THIS SUBSECTION THAT CONTAINS A CRIMINAL RECORD". THE REPORT SHALL CONTAIN ANY CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD